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The Gribbels were here week
ago Mr and Mrs Gribbel live on
the edge of Tlnicum Marsh and
have followed the fantastic goings-
on in the attempts of thankfully
die-hard conservationists to save
the pitifully small proportion of
the marsh which is not already
ruined The ruination has taken
place at the hands of road-builders
land-filler-inners and other pro
gressive commercialization spe
cialists These developers persist
in playing Russian roulette as the
Tinicum Committees lawyer puts
it with the life of the marsh and
that which it affects
For two hours the Gribbels gave
us the details which became
more and more incredibly like sci
ence fiction Within the remaining
200 acres of the original 1000 acres
marsh dumps proceed in their
operation without health permits
label themselves sanitary
landfills Sixty foot holes have
been dredged in nine-foot deep
creek bed The majority of the
remaining fish population consists
of carp And get this there
are now reports of Asian diseases
from people who have had contact
with the marsh water Treat
The talented Amado String
uartet will be in residence at
Beaver College for the second se
mester This is the first time that
music department has had an
nstrumentai group in residence
it has been made possible by
grant from the Presser Music
Foundation of Philadelphia
The Quartet will be demonstra
tion group for the Symphony and
Music History classes working
.h Professor William Frabizio
and Dr Dorothy Haupt acting
chairman of the Beaver College
music department Various pen
-s in music history and its related
aspects will be discussed and
demonstrations will cover the Dc
-tt Towards Modern School
String Playing including the
Baroque Period and Pre- classic
Periods This will be followed by the
Classic Period The Romantic
Period and Departuie from Ro
manticism spanning Impression
ism Expressionism Nationalism
and concluding with the Twentieth
entury pre-World War be-
wean the two wars and post
orld War II
Even after former Secretary of
the Interior Hickel professed in
terest in making the marsh area
the first Urban National Park and
hearings began political and com
mercial interests roared into the
front The dump and dredging
permits have not been issued be
cause the judge has not decided
what to do yet the dumping and
dredging are not phased by that
detail The Tinicum Committee
came up with detailed plan
concerning the future of the marsh
but before it could get to the pub
lic politicians snatched it warped
its message and called it hair-
brained scheme to prevent indus
trialization Thats another cham
ber liz the Russian roulette gun
There is more to the marsh than
potential commercialization There
is also more to the marsh than
ecological balance though
phate and ammonia removal from
the water prevention of floods and
preservation of wildlife are all
sufficient and necessary conse
quences But in addition as the
Grlbbels pointed out if preserva
tion of the marsh entailing the
halting of inconsiderate commer
Continued on Page Col
This all-woman string quartet
consists of Carol Stein and Judith
Marlowe violinists Evelyn Jacobs
viola and Deborah Reeder cello
Formed nine years ago the Amado
String Quartet has played exten
sively for young audiences The
Quartet has appeared annually in
concerts at the Philadelphia Mu
seum of Art as well as playing for
the NACC the Composers Forum
and area colleges The group has
performed for various community
series including the Symphony So
ciety Temple Beth Shalom Chelt
enham Art Center and Wynne Arts
Center and the Lincoln Center Li
brary in New York
recent Fulbright Scholar and
music director of the Philadelphia
Chapter of Young Audiences Mrs
Stein has concertized extensively in
Europe She has her bachelors
and masters degrees in music from
the Yale School of Music and has
been soloist with the New York
Philharmonic
Childrens Concert Audition
winner Mrs Marlowe appeared as
soloist with the Philadelphia Or-
Continued on Page Col
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We want to revise student gov
ernment at Beaver College said
present SGO President Arlene
Weissman because we want to
form one governing body made up
of students faculty and adminis
tration This way at meetings all
representatives would be in the
same room when issues were being
discussed As it stands now there
are just too many committees and
too many different facets working
We need one common body to
which everything can be brought
for expediency and for better
student government at Beaver
On Monday January 18 the
House of Representatives received
recommendation from the execu
tive council advising that the pres
ent student government orga.ni.za
tion be revised in favor of gen
eral college governing body Yes-
interdepartmental courses New
programs include Washington
Semester Vienna Semester in
cooperation with Frankth Mar
shall College joint program in
Christian Education with Princeton
Theological Seminary an Individ
ualized Major Program and Fresh
man Seminars
This semester Carolyn Gibson
Matey Brister Arlene Fine Mic
key Beil aizd Barbara Savitt will
participate in Washington Se
mester Program at American Uni
versity Next year this program
will be offered to juniors Students
will spend one term in Washington
for study of American gov
ernment in action Study will in
clude seminar an individual re
search project and one regular
course to be taken at American
University These major curricu
lum features are planned to pro
vide both sound common core of
study and reasonable degree of
flexibility which will enable stu
dents to gain greater insight into
the national goverttment and first
hand familiarity with specific gov
ernment problems
The 16-week Vienna Semester
will be offered in cooperation with
Franklin Marshall College to
sophomores and juniors beginning
with the second semester of the
1971-72 academic year This pro
gram will replace Beavers Sum
mer Seminar in Vienna which will
be offered for the summer of 1971
The Vienna Semester open to both
men and women from accredited
American colleges and universities
provides students with an oppor
tunity to study and observe the
current dynamics of change with
in the Communist-dominated coun
tries of southeast Europe The
location in Vienna affords unique
setting for cultural study of the
various peoples of southeast Eur
ope and gives the student an in-
sight into the affect of the culture
of the peoples of the area on their
social economic and political de
--
velopmen1t and the reasons that
certain ethnic groups have been re
by Pat Read
terday the House received the fol
lowing proposal and debate began
Proposal It is proposed as
recommendation from the executive
council that the Student Govern
ment Organization be revised and
that an all college governance sys
tem consisting of administration
faculty and student representatives
be adopted to take its place The
next proposed stage of the issue
is general student body vote to
find out if the students are in favor
of general change in SGO policy
really feel that the proposed
change is the best way to ensure
communication in small school
like Beaver stid SGO Vice Pres
ident Priscilla Hanibrick Im
tired of SGO only having the au
thority to do away with the Royal
Order of the Beaver and other such
nonsense As it stands now any
For period of ten weeks stu
dents will study at the Austro
American Institute the History
and Politics of Modern Southeast
Europe Social and Cultural
Aspects of Southeast Europe and
two electives Courses will be
given by member of the faculty
of Beaver College or Franklin
Marshall College as well as faculty
members from the University of
Vienna Sixteen semester hours of
credit will be granted for satisfac
tory completion of the semester
Under the Individualized Major
Program student in consultation
with her adviser and the depart
ment chairmen concerned may de
sign her own major program which
combines courses from two or more
departments Criteria for accep
tance includes coherence of pro
gram and rationale such as career
goal or plans for graduate study
in an interdisciplinary area This
program is open to students for the
junior and senior years
limited number of Freshman
Seminars is offered each semester
In contrast to traditional freshman
Continued on Page Col
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proposal of any consequence is
taken out of our hands and into the
hands of the faculty and the ad
ministration All decisions could
be made in this common body and
representatives would still be
elected from each corridor to en
sure student representation If we
had common governance body
nothing could happen like the Chat
situation where students faculty
and administration all discusset
the proposal separately and came
to separate decisions In this com
mon body all discussions could take
place with students administration
and faculty present so that any de
cision would reflect all of their
views If so many decisions are
going to continue to be made for
students they should at least be
present when these decisions are
being made
We are using constitutions from
several other schools as we con
sider rewriting Beavers SGO con
stitution The new body would be
really joint committee with
power Since it was the adminis
tration who first established Joint
Committee think that they will
be in favor of the proposed change
All this will be to bring all of the
committees under one body so
that everyone will know what is
going on
Other issues discussed at the
January 18 meeting included offer-
lag this semester week in
which male guests may be invited
to stay at Beaver as trial co
educational period the abolition
of required attendance at class
meetings the eligibility of juniors
to live off-campus and symposiums
with other schools in the area
The junior class is continuing to
research the possibility of having
gynecologist on campus Cultural
Affairs Committee will show the
Civilisation film series this se
mester questionnaire will be cm
culated about parietals the teacher
and course questionnaires will be
compiled and the chat renovation
is continuing The SGO is also con-
sidening inviting trustees to the
House of Representatives meetings
and to family style dinners
The weather
Janu.airy
Commerce and Politics Bar
Beaver is small girls
school in Glenside whose
largest department is edu
cation and whose main
building is an old castle
Katrina Dyke The Bulletin
Tin icum Preservation Efforts
by Jane Robinson
SGO to Revise
New Programs Include
Vienna Semesters
Aniado String Quartet
To Reside at Beaver
Beaver College has introduced ceptive to certain political ideolo
five new programs and four new gies and others have not
Beaver Summer Institute
Awarded N.S.F Funds
The Amado String Quartet
Dr Gates was notified by the approximately 45 high school
NSF Grants officer through let- chemistry teachers from about 20
ter Uated November 10 1970 that states and several foreign
countries
Beaver College has been awarded along with up to seven undergrad
grant of $61036 for 1971 Sum- uate science majors
from Beaver
mer Institute in Chemistry for College and other colleges
Last
Secondary School reachers The summer
six students from Beaver
Foundation has also agreed to sup- College Jane Seltzer Jean Elbich
port the Institute for the summers
Luzviminda Peredo Lily Nwaka
of 1972 and 1973 provided Congress Miki Waidman and Sharna
Hun-
continues the funding of this pro-
wit and one student from the
gram Three year grants are University
of Pennsylvania David
awided only to colleges whose In- Lowe attended the Institute
The
stitute programs have been car- program
is of particular value to
ried out with high degree of ei chemistry majors and students
fectiveness for at least three years who desire to teach scieizce
at
The 1971 Institute will be held
either the elementary or secondary
during the eight-week period June
school level Students should have
20 to August 13 in the new air-con-
at least completed first-year cal
ditioned science-academic build-
lege chemistry course Student
ing The pacticipants will include Continued on Page Cot
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and here am the roving reporter
folks back in your living room to show you
how youre living brought to you by modern
science and Friendly Soap the only soap that
lets you smell like you Every week its my
pleasure to bring you little closer to people
all over the world who are living just like
you After all thats what its all about
all about you
Tonight were going to get good look
at life in dying civilization full of mystic
tradition colorful costumes and intrigue
what is it you ask Well folks since this
show is just for you Ill tell you the Chip
munk School for Static Young Ladies thats
what it is Yes and here am now walking
nonchalantly along the campus paths observ
ing life as it really is here comes an in
teresting looking lady who seems to have
great deal on her mind Lets see Madam
Excuse me madam yes over here Whats
got you running so frantically around
dont think that came over Would you
talk into the microphone please And smile
for the camera thats right
said theres reporter coming here
and weve got to be ready when he gets here
reporter can you imagine that
Well see isnt that wonderful What
has to be done before he comes
Weve got to lock up all the radicals cut
the grass put skirts on everybody appoint
spokesmen leave some books lying around
clean up the faculty ping-pong room
see well that certainly has your hands
full doesnt it heh heh good luck Good-bye
There she goes our first glimpse into life
here Well Lets just keep roaming the
grounds here comes one of the young
ladies in question Ill see if can get her
attention uh young lady Over here miss
Well here you are Arent you interesting
looking Where did you ever find that ar
madillo-skin poncho Just talk into this little
thing here
Are you reporter
Why yes You must recognize me from
my national TV show The show just for
you
No never watch the news Anyway
cant answer any questions Sorry and
goo4bye
Wait Why not
wasnt chosen Look for little green
badges Anybody wearing one can talk to
you Good-bye
Well uh folks guess well look for
badges. Ill just stroll up this pretty little
walk and oh Charley swing the camera
around Look at that Ladies and gentle
men am standing as you can see in front of
an immense structure resembling medieval
castle moat and all can see crocodiles
in the water Ill be darned Theres green
badge Miss Come over here will you
please Thats right now look right into
that camera there What is your name
please
$EAVEL NEWS
byUndaBetz
MUSIC
Civic Center Museum 84 and OMe Center BOulevard
Tuesday January 26 800 p.m The New Music
Group conducted by Theodore Antonlou
Academy of Music Broad and Locust Streets
Tuesday January 26 800 p.m Carmen by the
Philadelphia Lyrical Opera Company
Friday January 29 800 p.m Mama Cass and
Dave Mnson
Friends Seleet Auditorium 17 and Benjamin
Franklin Parkway
Wednesday January 27 830 p.m Music from
Marlboro
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Franklin Parkway
Sunday January 31 330 p.m Conchita
Antunana soprano and Alan Wagner baritone
DANCE
Academy of Music Broad and Locust Streets
Sunday January 31 300 and 800 p.m Mazowsze
Dancers and Singers of Poland
Civic Center Museum 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
Tuesday February Cubiculo Dance Theatre
New Locust Theatre Locust and Broad Streets
February through Lea Ballets Africains
EXHIBITS
University of Pennsylvania Museum 33 and Spruce
Streets
January 26 through March African tribal art
Civic Center Museum 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
January 26 through February Tenth Annual
Regional Sculpture Awards
January 26 through February 14 Contemporary
International Graphics
Wilcox Gallery Pearson Theatre Swarthmore
College Swarthmore Pennsylvania
February through 28 Ceramic Art
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Franklin Parkway
January 26 through February Jerry Uelsmann
Photographs
January 26 through February 21 Albrecht Dürer
January 26 through February 21 Picasso Prints
University of Pennsylvania ICA Gallery Fine Arts
Building 34 and Walnut Streets
January 26 through February 28 Fritz Glarner
Odessa Oglemeyer Am on TV Hi
Mom Does New York get this channel Hi
Granny
Yes uh Odessa how do you like Chip
munk
Its lovely place think that every girl
should come here and wait forget OH
yeah Uh think its lovely place and al
though we have our domestic tight spots we
handle them skillfully and quietly World
problems think
didnt ask you yet
Oh well that came next on our quote
sheet that we had to memorize so thought-
Well lets skip it for now Thats
lovely diamond you have there
Oh its not mine Im just supposed to
wear it today
Oh Well uh nice talking to you Odessa
nice talking to you Whew Well just
keep strolling along folks Notice on your
screen just how manicured and groomed the
campus is sure sign of stable environ
ment dont you think Theres gentleman
who looks like he might be BIG CHEESE
lets grab him Sir Good afternoon sir
Id like to ask you few questions if you dont
mind notice you have green badge on
your lapel there
Heh heh sure do Shoot
For one how many girls do you have
here
Well thats difficult problem youve in
troduced Off hand Id say 800 although to
day we only have 150
Whys that
Well we didnt want just anybody run
ning around you know
Of course like this castle How old is
it
have no idea Dont you want to know
about me wore this suit especially today
dont you like it For the viewers you
know
Yes well thank you very much sir Good
bye Well thats about all the time we have
folks Its been my pleasure to give you an
inside look at the life at Chipmunk School
to tell it like it really is for you remember
you are what its all about And remem
ber only Friendly Soap tells you like you
are Chau for now
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this childish behavior all had ti
suffer
All this began at 930 a.m whe
few students orderly seated them
selves In the back of the librar
lecture room By 11 30 a.m approx
imately 50 freshmen were there
mobbed around the door but wer
asked to leave during Dr John
stons sociology ciass As soon a.
the first notebook was closed to
end the class the door was hurled
open and herd of girls came
rushing through not even allowing
the class to leave The few people
who were in the front of the line
had to push their way back to the
frnnt to get their material Once
this was accomplished we were
actually trapped in the corner of
the room where the door to the art
gallery i.s Girls were being pushed
this way and that into the walls
hands were scratched chairs were
being shoved into people and few
girls tried to organize things by
screaming at the top of their lungs
to quiet everyone down But due
to the selfishness of the girls
crowded in front of the line noth
tag was accomplished By 1250
was so upset that another girl
and myself literally fought our
way out of the crowd and went to
Mr Stewarts office The reception
there was to my dismay After
asking the secretary if could
speak with Mr Stewart and ex
plaining to him the scene in the
lecture room he answered Ill be
there in minute When he did
arrive nothing had changed
few girls tried to form line but
the herd would not move After
few efforts by Mr Stewart to quiet
down everyone had to yell with
full force for everyone to be quiet
As silence came over the lecture
room Mr Stewart asked us to
form single line but still no one
moved and registration was post
poned Mr Stewart then spoke
with group of us about registra
tion and final revision was drawn
up and submitted to each fresh
man
The thing which appalls me most
was the fact that registration could
be such an easy thing if the girls
were not as seffish and animalistic
as they have been If the few girls
who were pushing and shoving had
stopped and thought for minute
instead of trying to be first in line
registration would have been over
with and the freshman class
1974 would not be looked down
upon as it now is by all of Beaver
College
Two things which our registra
Lion proved are registration or
ganization was not fulfilling our
needs or this would not have hap
pened that our freshman class
has lot to be desired
The incident which happened at
our registration disgusted me and
still does To know that fellow
classmates have acted in such an
Inhuman manner gives me many
second thoughts about the maturs
women which supposedly make up
the class of 1974 This action will
be remembered by all here at Bea
ver and the proudness which had
when telling others am fresh
man at Beaver has been partly
lost by the horrible conduct
registration hope the class
1974 can look back upon this as
unfortunate incident and then tIE
cide it is time to grow up
Sincerely
Iris Berman
Herd of 1914
Ieeeel4 t4 Edee4
To the Editor
As you know auditions were
held on December arid for the
Winter Production of lonescos
Flx4t the King This will be
student-directed production As
student Fm very much in favor of
student-directed anythings how-
ever do believe that there are
some fields where student directing
turns out to be disastrous or
even worse farce To be
specific was present at the audi-
tions Tuesday December and
along with about seven other girls
tried out for one of the three fe
male roles Throughout the eve-
ning there developed small clique
around the director and it was
quite obvious that the director was
more familiar with these students
than any of the others few
friends and jokingly remarked
that the roles were already taken
then and that we didnt need cast
list to know who would and would
not be in the play However as
the readings progressed these
ideas were pressed from our minds
when we had the opportunity to
watch the directors friends at
work
As an actress and past assist-
ant director critically studied the
reading and acting of all of the
other students and mentally cast
them in the appropriate roles
was almost shocked when the real
cast list was presented the next
day and found that sure enough
those students with whom the di-
rector seemed the most familiar
and whose acting incidentally left
the most to be desired were sport-
ing the two leading female roles
The deal goes back to what was
saying about student-directorships
students are people bite your
tongue Spiro and as people have
their own personal biases to deal
with And nobody wants to lose
friend these days To err is hu
man to recognize and rectify the
error is the mark of master
Im sure that those persons hit
hardest by this article will charge
me with more than my share of
sour grapes In fact should
be surprised if the accusation were
not made however untrue The
truth is sad to say that the play
is almost impossibly miscast The
acting and reading thus far have
been dramatic to the point of being
anti-lonescoan Absurb the play
may be but how much more than
the directors imagination
In case Im jumping the gun
more than little the play goes
on early February let me say that
unless the director proves to be ex
ceptionally able in provoking an ex
ceptionally complete metamorpha
sin from the exceptionally mis-led
mis-matched mis-cast actors
Im afraid the play will be an ex
ceptional flop
Cindy 14 Artiste
Drama Major
k0i
To the Editor
The most inhuman and animalis
tic behavior have ever seen at
Beaver College was displayed dur
ing Freshmen registration The
cause of all the trouble was the
selfish attitudes taken by minor
ity of the freshmen class These
girls have no respect for their fel
low classmates and as result of
The roots of responsibility run deep
Join VISTA and grow
If you missed seeing us on campus call 800-424-8580
toll free VISTA Volunteers in Service to America
Page
Ed Note The following article
appeared in the Philadelphia Eve-
ning Bulletin Wednesday January
1971
tMnk most of the girls like the
8chooZ as is
Mrs Florence Plummer
Dean of Students
4th of Series
by Katrina Dyke
of The Btfletin .Staff
saw the Castle and that was
it said the pretty blonde with
strawberry ribbon in her hair
wanted to come here
The Castle with its gargoyles
and grotesques its medieval battle-
ments and turrets is the land-
mark of Beaver College
Purchased in 1928 from the
Glenside estate of the late William
Welsh Harrison who had it mod-
eled after the 12th century Alnwick
Castle in England the Castle is
now the social center for 800 Bea
ver coeds who trudge past it daily
Tz their way to class or glee club
or enter its majestic oak drawing
rooms to study or rap
While some might argue other-
wise the Castle seems to set the
mood of the school
Not Victorian
That is not to say that Beaver is
medieval It is not And it isnt
Victorian either
In rooms that conjure up 19-
century damsels flirting behind
their fans Beaver girls lounge in
blue jeans rapping about how they
would like to be allowed to have
men in their rooms all night and
would like campus gynecologist
about their disappointment after
the defeat of New York Sen Char-
las Goodell about their hopes for
law school or medicine and about
their feelings that the institution of
marriage could use some reform-
ing
The reasons were given for
not being able to have men stay all
night just dont make sense said
one studeit and others agreed
Were told its for security but
security would probably be better
if it were allowed because now we
sneak them up
In many ways Beaver is set apart
more like the way remembered
college life from the early 1960s
than what saw this fall at the
the first meetings talked last week
of their reasons for starting the
Forum and more specifically what
It will entail Mr Polls suggested
that through individual encouaters
with the students in his department
he found the need among Beaver
students to talk to the opposite sex
outside the classroom One of the
major reasons students have for
transferring he indicated Is the
lack of males on campus Mr 0-
Connor was less specific in his re-
marks and spoke vaguely of the
endeavor as student-faculty bull-
session Both were in agreement
that the ultimate nature of the
forum is largely up to the students
and that the topics of discusaio
will be decided upon by the atu
dents They also stated that any-
eral other faculty members includ
ing Mrs Katcher and Mr Moller
have expressed an interest in par-
ticipating in the forums
The first meeting this semester
has been set for February at
30 in the Dilworth study lounge
with the hope that it will continue
on weekly basis Polis and 0-
Connor indicated that there was
some interest last December in the
problems faced by women as wives
and mothers and as contributing
members of the larger society They
have thus suggested this as dis
cussion topic for the first meeting
but strongly emphasized that the
students will be running the show
so instructs each volunteer in ape-
chic skills such as self-help hous
ing methods day care and wel
fare rights which he will be called
upon to use in his assigned area
The training period also exposes
volunteers to many of the solutions
aud people they will be working
with for the next year of their
Volunteers can list their prefer-
ences in location and with what
group or type of people they would
like to work during their assign-
ment Volunteers get basic liv-
tug allowance which covers hone-
ing food clothing transportation
and $75 month for necessary in-
cidentals
Once trained the Vista volun
teers are stationed in groups in
various projects across the coun
try Vista volunteers are expected
to be on call 24 hours day seven
days week They receive some
time off but not as much as they
would in normal situation Vol
unteers receive seven days off for-
the year This time is not to be
taken during the first three nionths
or the last month of volunteer
service However emergency leave
can be granted in extreme circum
stances
Students who are interested in
leaening more about Vista or who
wish to obtain an application can
contact Vista Recruitment Box
313 Ft Washington Pennsylvania
or call 643-5454
feel that Vista is an effective
tool for social change said Chris
Kelly who taught high school in
Washington before becoming
Vista volunteer in Des Moines
Iowa and small town in Colorado
It helps kids establish presence
in community it gives them
specific project to work on and ex
pand from and it provides them
with the necessary money to live
on With these three obstacles
conquered volunteers can devote
the rest of their time to actually
working with people to help them
improve their situations
sday January 26 1971
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BEAVER NEWS
Beaver Girls School That Isnt Going Coed
other campuses visited Penn
Temple Villanova and Swarth
more
said they felt girls school was
Student Faculty Forums
Continue This Semester
strange choice for anyone primer-
ily interested in meeting men
Commented one The tuition here
is too high just for that
Tuition board room and activi
ties fee come to $3635 year
by Elsa Larsen
No Sit-Ins Here
Like scores of small liberal arts
womens colleges in the East Bea
ver is relatively far removed from
the tumult and shouting of campus
radicalism and politicized students
But while avoiding many of the
problems confronting the more
with it colleges it has also
missed much of their excitement
Beaver for instance has never
had sit-in The closest thing was
one night last fall when group of
girls decided to sleep outside
partly in protest of not being al
lowed to have men in their rooms
Coedness No
Despite Katrina Dykes portrayal
of Beaver College as the stable and
traditional girls school there seems
to be feeling among some of the
characters in her little expose that
Miss Dyke spent her time at Bea
ver College perehed upon the dome
of Murphy Chapel looking at the
Castle through glass diamond
Perhaps If Miss Dyke had seen the
early success signs of the Student-
Faculty Open-Forum she too would
find that all is not well at Beaver
College
If had any preconception be-
fore my visit to Beaver it was that
as girls school Beaver like
Vassar Sarah Lawrence and Wel
lesey was likely contemplating
the advantages of coedness And
the male point of view in the
classroom As the Reading train
chugged to Glenside was envi
sioning headline something like
Is the Girls School Dying Out
The answer if the girls met
at Beaver have anything to do with
it is No
girls school does have
place said Priscilla Hambrick
vice-president of the Student Gov
ernment Organization On most
campuses the males dominate You
dont have female editor of the
newspaper or female student lead-
a11 night but also because it was
warm evening
Beaver did have student strike
last May following the invasion of
Cambodia it was in fact strike
headquarters for Montgomery
County But the reaction to the
strike at Beaver was very different
from what heard at the other
Although the fIrst two meetings
were held in the midst of that an-
mester-end panic and the publicity
was as min4mai as few signs on
dormitory entrances the fact that
two faculty members wanted to
talk to the students seemed to have
some kind of attraction Approxi
mately 40 students came to the
first two meetings The topic of
era
schools
While the theme heard at the
other schools was disillusionment
feeling that We thought we
could change national policy and
we found we could not and dont
feel like trying anything now
heard very little such talk at Bea
discussion ranged from student
rights to simply getting to know
the people we live with
ver
Instead was told Beaver
really got together last spring
Lots of Diamonds
The greatest implications in this
meeting on the state of Beaver
College however lie not in the
number of students at the meeting
or the type of things talked about
but the realization among several
faculty members that there exists
need for this type of discussion
Mr Polis of the education depart-
merit and Mr OConnor of the phi-
losophy department who initiated
Another thing that set Beaver
apart was the number of fraternity
pins and diamond rings saw
walking around more diamonds
per square foot than Ive ever en-
countered
Beaver is good husband-hunting
ground explained several Beaver
girls while others spoke of pres
sure to get engaged by gradua
tion
Students Respond to Vista
We had good student response
said Chris Kelly Vista Volunteer
The guys dominate the classes
too she said Most of us have
anxieties about being found to be
bright In high school wouldnt
participate because was afraid to
Here was able to gain leadership
because wasnt afraid
One of Beavers 45 black stu
dents Miss Hambrick said that
while she likes Beaver If had
it to do again wouldnt come
here Id go to top rating black
school Its too much of psycho-
logical thing to go to predomin
antly white school
Matter of Choice
Girls who came to Beaver came
because they wanted girls
school said Oharmane Spahr 20
of Levittown If they had wanted
coed school they would have
chosen one felt too repressed
being in class with guys In coed
school felt should play the role
of female Here can be my-
self
Among some of the faculty how-
ever detected feeling that en-
education might be good thing
dont see the school collapsing
if we remain all girls said Mrs
Helen Buttel assistant professor of
English But do see it relaps
lug into finishing school for not
very bright girls
think Beaver does worry about
combating the image of girls
finishing school she said
Continued on Page Col
who with two other Vista volun
teers recruited at Beaver College
last Tuesday lot of students
talked to us and took pamphlets
and applications We really had
good response
One student recalled overhearing
girl who had returned from
Thanksgiving vacation with dia
mond telling her friends My first
thought was Now dont have to
think about whether Ill go to grad-
uate school or get job may
work for while but it wont
really matter As the girl re
called the incident the others in
the room nodded and said Typi
cal
Vista Volunteers in Service to
America is national corps of
volunteer men and women who
dedicate one or more years of
lives
number of students however
their lives working to eliminate
poverty within the United States
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands
Vista was authorized by Congress
in 1964 and today over 6000 volun
teers are working among the poor
in urban ghettos small towns
rural poverty areas Indian reser
vations and Job Corps Centers
around the country
Most Vista volunteers are young
people in their early or mid-twen
Kappa Delta Pi
Plans Teacher
ties About 15 per cent of the
volunteers are retired people who
Career Panel
find new challenges in working
with people Most volunteers have
had some experience in volunteer
programs before they entered Vista
and some have professional skills
Kappa Delta Pi the education
honorary is sponsoring panel of
experts to discuss job availability
for teachers It will be held this
evening at 30 p.m in Heinz
lounge
such as law or business adminis
tration experience that can help in
assigned areas where these special
skills are most needed
Peace is not message
And peace is not magic
Vista volunteers come from all
types of backgrounds but most of
them fall hto two categories those
Peace is simply tranquility the order of nature
It is the natural harmony of all things ..
with special understanding and
those with special skills All vol
The order of poetry the order of music the order of love
The school districts represented
will range from small town to big
city Numerous pertinent ques
tions will be posed to the experts
such as the qualifications they are
looking for in their teachers the
manner in which they run an in-
terview the amount of bureaucracy
in their particular district and the
chances women have to obtain ad-
ministrative positions Besides
such prepared questions there will
be question awl answer period for
the audience
It is moment fragile delicate and filled with grace
unteers must have the desire to
serve willingness to learn and
teach the patience to persist
through frustrations and the abil
ity to define problems in terms of
possible solutions The Vista vol
unteer is skilled assistant go
Beaming with the light of the life that shines around it
And with the light of the life that shines within
between catalyst
Peace is the butterfi
All are welcome Come casual
Refreshments will be served
Bring friend and list of ques
tions Teaching jobs are scarce
come and find out why and
what you can do about it
Eighteen is the minimum age
for Vista service Volunteers serve
one year after the completion of
six week training course which
gives volunteers exposure to pov
erty by exposing them to welfare
economist-a poverty labor leaders
mothers on welfare and welfare
lawyers The training program al
Hey Baby Im for reaL
Yes Carolyn Dixon is for real
but far more real than the poster
you read in the Chat
Carolyn sells cosmetics from the
Koscot Company of Philadelphia
The cosmetics are not just the or-
dinary kind you would find at
drug store counter and you wont
by the way but they are priced
just as reasonably Carolyn will
advise anyone who is truly inter-
ested in purchasing cosmetics by
giving them facial She knows
all the steps there are creams
to open-up fadal pores relax
them cleanse them and finally
make-up that doesnt dry out the
skin The make-up comes in nine
different shades Right now
have with me on campus one shade
for white girls and one shade for
black girls Carolyn said
What is so special about Koscot
Cesmetics All the cosmetics
with the exception of the mascara
and rouge contain mink oil says
Carolyn Thats correct mink oil
This oil is the closest to human
oil thus the cosmetics are satis
factory for all types of skin and
all types of skin problems Out of
16 girls she gave facials to in the
past week all but five bought some
TINICUM
cialization is accomplished here
then it will be more easily accom
pushed in other essential eoologi
cal tightrope cases
The importance of the marsh
can hardly be understated The
ramifications occurring if it were
destroyed could hardly be under-
stated either The commercializers
fail to realize that money will do
little good if nature decides the
Russinn roulette gun has fired and
AMADO QUARTET
chestra at the age of 13 She has
taught at the Settlement Music
School where she studied both yb-
bin and chamber music under Edgar
Ortenberg She has also been
member of Norman Blacks cham
her orchestra and the 16-Concerto
Soloists
graduate of Temple University
and the Curtis Institute of Music
where she was student of Max
Aronoff Mrs Jacobs is member
of the faculty of the New School of
Music in Philadelphia She also
plays with the Camden Symphony
the Philadelphia Sinfonietta and
the Amer.than Society of Ancient
of the products Carolyn also
has products from shampoo to nail
enamel all with some fortifying
ingredient
How did Carolyn get into all
this man from the Koscot
Company approached me on the
street one day and just asked me
if would like to make some
money At first was skeptical
But Carolyn entered the Koscot
School as beauty advisor with
four classes per week We learned
how to apply make-up clean skin
and were advised as to the selec
tion of hair pieces go back now
and then to pick up the latest
beauty hints
She will be presenting show
with demonstrations on Wednes
day January 27 at 800 p.m in
the Dilworth date lounge Caro
lyn will also be presenting shows
in other locations one of which
will involve women from local
hospital
The profits Carolyn makes will
of course help her in her studies
but as Carolyn said with that warm
and well-known smile try to
help people more than to sell pro-
ducts to them
Hey Baby Carolyn Dixon IS for
real
stops providing us with an earth to
exploit
Voices letters pleas indigna
tion when in large quantities can
prod pockets into positive action
Write to Senators Scott and Sch
weiker Governor Shapp and cdi-
tors of the Philadelphia newspa
pers the readers of which can
care about the area to be commer
cially developed
The Bulletin The Inquirer The
Daily News all in Philadelphia
Instruments
Miss Reeder studied at the Phil-
adeiphia Musical Academy where
she received her bachelors and
masters degree in music and gold
medal in cello as scholarship stu
dent of Lorne Munroe She was also
Concert Artist Guild award win-
ncr Miss Reeder is viola da gem-
bist with the American Society of
Ancient Instruments and is first
cellist of the orchestras of the
Philadelphia Grand Opera Gem-
pany and is also with the 16-Con-
certo Soloists She is member
of the Faculty of the Settlement
Music School and the Philadelphia
Musical Academy
Library Niltes
The experimental period for At-
wood Librarys extended hours is
now over Statistics have shown
that the number of people using
library facilities in the hour of
1100 to 12 00 is considerably less
than had been anticipated
Head counts were taken during
library hours on daily basis The
results for the week then were
averaged out and compared over
nine week period Special note
was given to the 1030 and 1130
evening hours the final exam per-
iod and Saturdays
The count brought across some
interesting facts about the use of
Atwood Library First of all al
though extended library hours were
praised by many students there
was noted drop of students in
the 1030 p.m to the 1130 p.m
time period of approximately 507
Frequently there was higher
number of non-Beaver students in
the library between 11 and 12 p.m
The observations held fast even
during examination week On
Saturday evenings however there
was steady library population up
to the closing hour
As result of the statistics taken
in the first semester decision
was reached by the faculty library
committee Dr Grey and Dean
LeClair to maintain the librarys
original policy of the 11 p.m cbs-
ing time An extension of Satur
day hours was made It also was
felt that despite statistical results
the library should remain open un
til midnight during the preceding
and actual week of mid-term and
final examinations
Below are listed the hours of
Atwood Library for the spring se
mester of 1971
Sunday 1230 p.m 1100 p.m
Monday through Friday
830 n.m 1100 p.m
Saturday 1100 n.m 1100 p.m
Due to heavy loss of books from
the Atwood Library temporary
security system has been set up at
the main entrance to the library
Students are requested to show
their books and pamphlets before
leaving the library College librar
ian Russell McWhinney stated
that permanent system of Se-
curity will be established in the
near future
new alarm bell has been in-
stalled on the exterior door oppo
site the art gallery
Yoga Instructions
Given on Campus
Need in lose that Christmas
bulge Maybe all thats needed is
little exercise to limber up stiff
muscles No matter what Beaver
Colleges physical education de
partment has fun and interesting
solution Every Monday and
Wednesday night from 730 to 830
in Murphy gym Mr George Noston
will instruct students in Kundalini
Yoga which consists mainly of
physical postures set to control led
rhythmical breathing which result
in improved health control of
thought and emotion ability to re
lax and peace of mind This type
of Yoga originated several thous
and years ago and has been de
veloped over the years by Indian
wise men who were trying to at-
tam mastery of body mind and
soul
The weekly programs are open
to everyone and all students who
attend are encouraged to make
small donation of .5O to $1.00 to
help cover the instructors trans
portation costs
Tonight the Science Club is
presenting an informal get-to-
gether of several alumnae who
will be speaking on their careers
in the field of science The
meeting will be held in Room
203 of the Science Building at
700 p.m
On Wednesday evening January
27 at p.m Beavers Beta Chap-
ter of Phi Sigma Tau the national
honor society in philosophy will
present one of Philadelphias most
respected journalists Mr Donald
Barnhouse in informaj lecture and
discussion native of Philadel
phia Mr Barnhouse serves as news
analyst and commentator for the
WCAU TVs Big News every
evening at and 11 p.m An alum-
nus of Penn Charter he spent his
undergraduate years at Harvard
University after which he spent
many more years in post-graduate
work at the University of Pennsyl
vania Princeton University and
Bryn Mawr College Mr Barn-
houses fields of study have ranged
from nuclear physics to theology to
political science The son of
minister and former teacher
himself Mr Barnhouse has been
employed at various times as
dock worker filing station attend-
ent and handyman to name
few He has crossed the Atlantic
30 times and has proficiency in
participants serve as laboratory
and clerical assistants for the staff
and in return are given free room
and tuition along with funds to as-
sist with the costs of meals books
grams
The two-week audio-visual work-
shop is practicum designed to
with officials in the Near East
over the recent crisis situation
In 1962 Mr Barnhouse joined the
CBS affiliate in Philadelphia as
researcher writer and producer in
public affairs and has received
many awards through the years
arid much public acclaim The
topic for Wednesday night will be
Philosophy and the News and
the meeting will take place in the
Mirror Room of Grey Towers
Castle Any interested person is
invited to attend Further it must
be mentioned that anyone wishing
to become inducted into the or-
ganization this semester ought to
approach either of the officers at
this time or prior to the meeting
if possible They are President
Charmane Spahr ext 253 and Box
548 and Secretary-Treasurer
Christine Steward who can be
reached via her mail box number or
in the Day Students lounge Re-
quirements for membership include
1.75 overall cumulative average
and average iii philosophy
courses taken The candidate must
maximize the effectiveness of high
school chemistry teachers through
the use of models single-concept
films overhead projection tech-
niques demonstration computer-
ir
Carolyn Dixon Campus Cosmetics
--S
Donald Barnlzouse to Speak
At Phi Sigma Tau Meeting
Beavers glamour girl Carolyn Dixon
by Chris Essler
five different languages He has be second-semester sophomore
visited Syria Europe and the Near and have completed two or more
East and his most recent trips have courses in philosophy however the
included Canada Russia Japan second may be concurrent with the
and summer spent in conference time of her candidacy
FUNDS
Continued from Page CoL
assisted instructIon electronic cal-
cuathrs films transparencies and
other audio-visual aids Each par-
ticipa.nt will construct set of
atomIc molecular crystal and
atomic orbital models out of styro
foam along with TOPS overhead
projection kit This part of the
program will enroll about 15 to 20
local teachers over and above the
45 regular participants The tech-
niques and materials developed
during this time will be used by
the participants throughout the re
maining weeks of the Institute
The informality of the first two
and model-building materiaLs In-
terested students should contact
Dr Breyer for further information
The Institute program will con-
sist of two-week audio-visual
workshop followed by six-week
academic program of
an intensive lecture-discus-
sion and indivIdualized-instruction
tutorial program geared to assist-
tag each participant to master the
fundamental concepts of the course
Modern chemical coocepts
an Intensive lecture-discus-
sion audio-visual aids and labora
tory program designed for mastery
of the contest of both the OBEM
Study and CBA courses Each
participant will familiarize himself
with the content of the four CKEM
Study text revisions the CBA ma-
terlals and several other high
school texts in order to avoid mold-
ing teachers to stereo-typed ap
proach to teaching high school
chemistry To avoid too much eon-
fusion however we will recoin-
mend to each participant that he
elect one of the programs to con-
centrate on for the upcoming aca
demic year filling in with coca-
sional material from the other pro-
Continued from Page CoL
weeks is expected to develop good
personal relationships between the
participants and between the staff
and participants prior to the
formal part of the program These
two weeks will also afford the staff
an opportunity to work with any
participants that have deficiencies
indicated by placement examtha
tion
The Institute program will be
taught by staff of four full-dime
teachers and three to four visiting
leoturers Dr Arthur Breyer
the chairman of the department of
chemistry and physies will be the
Institute Director The program
open to both men and women will
also provide good recreational
and cultural program
Continued from Page Col
TOM PAXTON
Plus SCOfl McKENZIE
THURS SUN JAN 21 -24 ALL AGES
JAN 26 27 TOM RUSH
JAN 28 31 EMITT RHODES
TRIP TO BERMUDA
Stay at ELBOW BEACH SURF CLUB
Leaves
Returns
April4
April 11
Leave from Philadelphia Airport
IN AN OCEON FRONT ROOM
$289 Per Person ALL INCLUSIVE
Jt$ very difficult thing to
choose one or even several top stu
dents from among so many good
studentz who have chosen to ma-
jor in the same field said Dr
Franklin Sturges chairman of
Beaver Colleges biology depart-
ment But would say that
Shelly Schwartz Kathy Chance
and Lynn Gitlow are all outhtand
iiig students All three of them
majored in the same field at the
same school yet each of them has
chosen to pursue different facet
of the same field after they gradu
ate from college
Sheuy Schwartz is biology ma-
jor with minor in teaching
feel can make my best coniribu
tion by teaching biology she says
because love biology and love
to teach Sex and drug educa
tion are part of teaching biology
Teaching them is exciting be-
cause it is surprising to see how
much kids think they know Four-
teen-ito 18-year-olds are so alive and
so inIlvidualLstic You never know
what to expect Shelley student-
taught last semester She had
four cla.es with 25 students in
each class You have to figure out
grading systems for your own
sake She hopes to teach next
fail at Cheltenham High SchooL
H.er other interest acting She
acted in Summer In Smoke and
Our Amerca.n Cotiin Both
were given last year at Beaver
She enjoys watching almost as
much acting enjoy plays
with happy endings because like
to go to the theatre to relax and
to leave with happy feeling
Shelley has creatively combined
her jnt.erests In an Independent
Study She wrote program for
the BS textbook Izgluded ia
muMeal playlet on phOtOyrLthe1S
HANDMADE KNIT BELTS
We will take orders for
Each child is an element and the
class acts out the process Its
complete with music and songs
Another study is series of tapes
which are record of her expert-
ences teaching and of techniques
and philosophies of teaching My
experiences go into what you actu
ally come up against in the class-
room Regardless of how well pre
pared you are something always
goes wrong She went on to ex
plain Lecture is easy but lab is
murder There are 25 of them and
you only have two eyes The
trouble is that you cant see all
3600 at once
Shelleys final study is pam-
phlet on the math which biology re
quires Other sciences incorpo
rate the math they need into the
course but biology doesnt Her
pamphlet explains logarithms ala-
tistics and significant figures
Shelley is an enthusiastic teacher
and the responses of her students
show it She had one class enact
the DNA and RNA One boy who
wa an amino acid wore sign to
class the following day which read
Acid $10.00
Lynn Gitlow is biology major
interested in neurology She has
applied to Mount Sinai and N.Y.U
graduate schools Because Im
interested in drugs and the cenirai
nervous system Ill major in
pharmacology Its the coming
field and it combines all the sci
ences
Her main interest is research
Id never have practice because
it would limit my time to do re
BEAVEt NEWS
search Idllketo work Inahos
pital lab and in clinic there
Lynn has spent her summers
working in hypertension research
lab at Mount Sinai Hospital
run routine tests one of which
chromatolysis Its interesting
work because our patients are spe
cial cases
Her interest in drugs led her in-
to an independent study at Temple
University She studied the thres
hold of convulsion in addicted rats
The rats were addicted to morphine
and then withdrawn from the
drug After period of time the
rats were given convulsive drug
and their threshold of convulsion
was quantitatively measured This
semester she may repeat the ex
periment using alcohol This is
basis for study which will eventu
ally apply to humans
Lynn plans to someday study the
effects of drugs in states of con-
sciousness Im interested in
studying the possibilities of addle-
tion centers and what makes peo
pie take drugs
Kathy Chance as well as enjoy-
ing biology has enjoyed all sci
ences liked physics lot In
fact tutor girls in physics now
decided on biology because it was
the best direction for me to take
Kathy has applied to Jefferson
Halmemann and Medical College
at Pennsylvania graduate schools
The pressure is still on women to
get in she said because schools
dont want to take chance on we-
men There are too few doteors
as it is Her interest is pediatrics
because she likes children Id
like to woric in hospital because
it would be exciting Id also have
chance to do some research
During the summer this pre-med
student Is secretary for the
Wheaton Glass Company She en-
joys baseball games and has the
hope of every Philadelphian that
someday the Phillies will win the
pennant
Kathy undertook an independent
study on lichens to try to find
way to use its acids effectively
lichen is unique plant because it
is both an algae and fungi
Lichens acids are insoluble and
have high toxicity Kathy wanted
to minimize their disadvantages
and find way for them to be
used to combat bacteria In Scan-
dinavia the lichens acids are used
in cosmetic she explained
The thought of being telephone
operator might seem to be very
dull routine to many people but
Mrs Ethel McIntosh Beaver Col
leges switchboard operator is
good example of how lively an
operators job can be She is very
happy to be part of the Beaver
College community and the girls
are happy to have her here
Mrs McIntosh has been the
switchboard operator at Beaver for
23 years Ive seen lot of
changes in that time said Mrs
McIntosh but girls are girls
They laugh and cry about the same
things they did 23 years ago But
theres change in the spirit at
Beaver Somehow the tradition of
May Queen the Spring Prom and
Christmas caroling have gone out
They say its progress but think
the girls are missing out on fun
Fun is Mrs McIntoshs middle
name She is one of the sweetest
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Future Glimpses
Shelley Schwartz Lynn Gitlow Kathy Chance
by Jan.n Wolfe
Profile
Page Five
Mrs Ethel Mcintosh
by Cheryl Wexier
and happiest members of the Baa-
ver community and students often
stop to say good-bye when they
graduate or leave Beaver for Len-
don Semester
Shelly Schwartz and Lynn Gitlow
She is indispensable said one
student She goes beyond the
call of duty Mrs McIntosh is
famous for running upstairs in the
castle to tell girls they have calls
when the lines are busy tracking
down girls for boys who have for-
gotten their girls name and many
other things beyond the call of
duty She cares
Mrs McIntosh has four children
17 grandchildren and five great-
grandchildren She lives in Hat-
boro and commutes everyday by
bus In 23 years she has never
stayed over even in bad weather
Cant ever stay at Beaver she
said Kittys waiting for me
Hes my cat Skipper
Mrs Ethel Mcintosh
BOOK STORE SALE
Cater and Size
JANUARY 26 to FEBRUARY
PUBtIQUE DE GUINEE
20% OFF EVERYTHING
cONTACT
DEBBiE or PAM
EXCEPT TEXTBOOKS and REXORDS
Ext 271
KNUCKLEHEAD
Travel earn money as campus
ALL STARFORUM MOE SEPTEE Director
Presents
II
This coupon worth
00
for tickets or
towards the purchase of regular priced tickets
Present at All Star-Forum daily 10.5 1718 Locust St Phila 19103 or Box Office
opens Jan 25 Mail orders to All Star-Forum Enclose stamped self.addressed enVelope
rep fot Garber Travel 1406
Beacon Street Brookline
Mass interested students write
or call 611 734-2100 collect
kIt David Trook
company of African Nureyevs Terry Saturday Review
stylish and tremendously exciting show Barnes N.Y Times
NEW LOCUST THEATRE
LOCUST BROAD STREETS PHILADELPHIA
PERFS FEBRUARY 27
Tues Wed Thurs at PM $6.50 5.50 4.50 3.50 Fri Sat Sun at PM
$7.50 6.50 5.50 4.00 Sat Sun at 230 PM $650 5.50 4.50 3.50
Special Student Discount
for ticket
Tuesday1 January 26 ic
Love Story the book has sold
close to 1000000 copies in hard
cover and is presently number one
on the best seller list Love Story
the movie has reaped the largest
opening week grosses in the history
of American cinema Critics have
nervously hailed this phenomena as
the first of the return of the weep
ers The word weepers trans
lated refers to the old-time Holly
wood schmaltz driveUrs of the
30s and 40s the kind you saw
on The Early Show around dinner
time when you were ten-years-old
Dr Ernest Van Den Haag as
quoted in Time elaborates on the
subject more broadly
The mood today particularly an
campus is towards personal rela
tionship rather than politics love
rather than sex feelings rather
than aotlon Not by chance does
this mood coincide with the Nixon
era Weve had two presidents
with activist Images They didnt
solve our problems Now the era
of causes is over Weve turned
inside rather than outside
Other critics from Newsweek
The Saturday Review The New
Yorker and New York Magaaine
repeat similar sentiments
This does not mean of course
that Love Story is particularly
good movie or book for that
matter All McGraws acting is as
virtually non-existent as Erich Se-
gals writing style What makes it
successful is its calculated blend of
old-fashioned hip shell say
screw but not f--- which is
intended to please everyone It
works rather well along with
thousands of other Americans on
Christmas Day had good cry for
Jennifer Cavilleri spunkie little
Cliffie lover of Beatles and Bach
of screwing and family unity dying
of what is never made clear art
lessly but nonetheless gracefully in
the arms of her Harvard husband
Drivel Drivel Sob Sob
Admittedly this is weeper
But to distinguish it as indicating
return of the weepers is over
looking the fact that The Graduate
Easy Rider Midnight Cowboy and
Five Easy Pieces are equally ro
mantic and sentimental Dr Van
Den Haag is mistaken in estimat
ing that change in value has
taken place on the American cain-
STUDENTS OF TIlE 0s
Theyre the most satisfactory stu
dents in any class because they
werent sent here by their parents
to keep them out of the way
Defensiveness
Combating an image later
decided was an apt phrase for
during my stay at Beaver was
constantly being pushed against
wail by girls defending explaining
qualifying Whenever someone
would say something that might
possibly be construed as critical
someone else would say But we
ought to explain the other side
More disturbing to me however
was the sense that few students
were really opening up kept
sensing that was hearing not
what the students really thought
hoped and felt but what they
thought they as emissaries should
say
This was marked contrast to
the other schools felt it could be
explained in part by the fact that
many had been selected by the pub
lic relations director to talk with
the reporter Still some of the
more vocal and questioning stu
dents at other schools had come via
the news bureau
Think About It
Classes attended included
by 3athye Stoops
pus Personal Intimate relation
ships love feelings and introspec
tion have always been our prime
commitment Activism and poli
tics were mostly part of the
background Love Story save for
its inane superficiality has nothing
new in these respects
What Love Story has that the
other films lack is the element of
catharsis the purging of the emo
tions of which Aristotle wrote
It is that which enables the audi
ence to suffer without bearing the
consequences or responsibility
Leaving the theater after having
seen Easy Rider or Midnight Cow
boy one is duly drained of emo
tion but unfortunately ones suf
fering does not stop there The
facts of violence drugs and god-
forbid graduation cannot be left
behind in the theater We not only
have to confront these facts but
must bear the consequences and
responsibility
On the other hand it is unlikely
that one will encounter leukemia
or whatever it was she had on
the way home from the movies It
does not exist in the streets but is
tucked safely away in hospitals
where we wont see it Having
contributed ones fair share of
dimes one rarely feels any respon
sibility toward leukemia save
through its occasional immediacy
in our lives In other words one
can go see Love Story suffer pains
and pangs of its heros cry and
then proceed to forget it on the
way home In this sense Love
Story is great tragedy and
lousy movie
If we are to be saved from
deluge of more of this drivel the
first thing that needs repair is the
concept of tragedy Unfortunately
this will be very hard to do Con
temporary movie audieices persist
adamently in thinking of them
selves as fifth century Anthenian
Greeks therefore they believe in
gods heros and Fate Tragedy for
them is big deal Jennifer
Cavilleri and Oliver Barrett the
Fourth floundering fearlessly in the
face of the great UNKNOWN
Only few philosophers and play
wrights such as Samuel Beckett
have had the audacity to do away
with this illusion and to insist that
the tragedy of modern life exists
Continued from Page Ce
think well get fewer active men
tally alert students
The black students are the most
motivated here added Mrs But-
tel They know why theyre here
sociology lecture government
class discussion on whether the
law should be changed to give wo
men more equal rights strong
feeling on both sides and an
English class in which the students
were reading Marlowe and the
teacher was having some difficulty
eliciting response
At one point after asking the
class opinion on whether or not
Dr Faustus wanted to be saved
she said Oh God dont write it
all down That was question
Just think about it
Carolyn Hunt the teacher is
offering course next semester en
titled Women in Literature for
which students were wildly regis
tering It was announced while
was there that second section
would open up to satisfy the de
mand
Asked if the course would be
Womens lAb in orientation Mrs
Hunt replied that it would not
wanted rigorous course that
would train students to think
clearly she said so chose
in people not living their lives but
INHABITING them We are crea
tures of habit playing word games
money games and sex games as
we anxiously await the Godot that
never comes
For this reason it seems more
likely that Trash directed by Paul
Morrissey and produced by Andy
Warhol is more realistic trag
edy of our times Trash is the
story of junkie the most extreme
of the creatures of habit and there
fore the tragic hero of our times
Like Love Story Trash is reminis
cent of the old time Hollywood
weepers It too indulges in ro
manUcism and sentimentality It
too excuses the viewer from any
form of responsibility The tragic
flaw of our hero is his inability to
get an erection thus frustrating
his transvestite girlfriend Holly
Woodlawn which leads ulti
mately to her escapade with beer
bottle This scene Hollys love
scene with the bottle has got to be
as schmaltzy as any in cinematic
history As Holly frantically ca
vorts in bed Joe the junkie ten
derly places his hand over hers
and quietly asks Hows it coming
Holly This is certainly as
touching as Oliver Barrett IV
climbing into his wifes death bed
for their last scene
Being ignorant of the rules Mor
ressey/Warhol play by hesitate
to pass any judgment on Trash
other than to say that conceptually
it is superior film The camera
work like the dialogue is largely
improvisation and consciously
choppy The actresses in the sec
ondary roles particularly Holly
Woodlawn are brilliantly con-
ceived and vividly played out
Meanwhile the only two films
drawing crowds in Philadelphia are
Trash and Love Story reflecting
feel the similarity of two men
talities that on the surface would
appear quite different The only
person who appears to be the least
bit embarrassed by the upsurge of
all this schmaltz is Ryan ONeal
Love Storys star When asked
what the punch line Love means
never having to say youre sorry
of Love Story meant he replied
dont know you know really
have no idea
subject theyre already interested
in
Semester Abroad
Lunch my second day was with
the dean of students Mrs Florence
Plummer her assistant Mrs
Margaret Davis and Dr David
Gray vice president for adminis
tration We discussed whether the
girls prefer dating at Princeton
Penn or Lehigh and also learned
that about 70 percent of the juniors
spend semester abroad either
in London Vienna or Rome
Also unique about Beaver as
liberal arts college learned is
that it offers bachelor of fine arts
degree has large education de
partment with practice teaching
eluded in most courses and
work likewise an integral part of
courses in psychology and sociol
ogy group of students recently
returned from eight days studying
the penal system in California
How did the administrators view
coeducation
think most of the girls like
the school as it is said Dean
Plummer
Were investigating possibilities
of coeducation said Dr Gray
but think thats all it will
amount to an investigation
decided to bop in To my great
astonishment and deiightt there
were many Beaver students and
citizens from Philadelphia and
surbubia milling around some ex
cellent pictures The artists be
hind the excellent event were Di
ane Burke and Neva Hansen Miss
Burko was born in New York in
1945 She graduated from Skid-
more College Saratoga Springs
New York with major in Fine
Arts and Minor in Art History
She then attended the Graduate
School of Fine Arts at the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania where she
received an M.F.A in Painting
Her work is included in num
ber of private collections in New
York Philadelphia California
Florida and Greece and has been
exhibited in many group shows
such as the Cheltenham Annual
Institute of Contemoprary Art and
the Allentown Art Museum She
lives in Philadelphia and teaches
at the Philadelphia Community
College
Miss Burke presented some pre
liminary sketches and paintings
The subject matter usually con
sisted of picture of nature seen
through mechanical device such
as looking at landscape through
an airplane window or looking at
an old fashioned picture of women
in long dresses while speeding
through the scene on motorcycle
The natural aspects were painted
in bright greens and yellows while
the material impositions were
paitned in blues and greys Yet
courses these seminars are inter
disciplinary in nature are open to
smaller number of students and
stress individual reading research
and class participation The
Freshman Seminar Program is
neither an honors nor an advanced
placement program All seminars
are open to any freshman who is
interested in the topic to be stud-
ied and in the challenges of par
ticipation in seminar situation
In response to many requests re
ceived from members of the com
munity Beaver College is opening
its courses second semester 1971
to special students This special
student category is open to men
and women who may enroll for one
Neva Hansen also showed some
paintings and preliminary
plus three sculptures Miss Har
sen received her early training a.
the Cleveland Museum of Art
where she studied from the age
to 18 She completed her u.
graduate study at the Rochester
Institute of Technology and grad
uate work at the University of
Pennsylvania
She has exhibited works at van
ous museums in Cleveland Phila
delphia Seattle Dayton Portland
Boston Topeka and has been In-
cluded in shows at Sadhs
Gallery New York City Vander
lip Gallery Philadelphia and cur
rently shows with the Marlan
Locks Gallery in Philadelphia Her
works are included in various pri
vate and public collections Miss
Hansen currently teaches at the
Philadelphia College of Art Phila
delphia Institute of Art and Drexel
University
Miss Hansen also worked in con-
trasts although they were mainly
experiments with color rather than
subject rainbow of colors was
imposed on black background
One picture of this type was flat
while the other was contoured to
wall corner Miss Hanson showed
the various properties of shapes
while working with different
amounts of light and dark color
Miss Hansens sculptures entitled
Dont Tread On Me and Zom
bie again illustrated the difference
of colors and also showed unique
sense of humor
Anyway Im glad went to see
the pictures they were good and
liked them
or two courses per semester for
credit if space permits and if it is
determined that the applicants
preparation for the courses re
quested is satisfactory maxi
mum of eight courses may be taken
on this basis and the tuition charge
is $275 per course four credits
per semester
Beaver College offers full pro-
gram in the liberal arts in the
fine arts in sciences and in educa
tion at both the elementary and
secondary levels Anyone inter-
ested in enrolling as special stu
dent for the next semester should
contact the Office of the Registrar
Beaver College Glenside Pennayl
vania
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Love Story vs Trash Mentality
News Review
Color and Subject Contrasts
In Burko-Hansen Art Show
by Emily Goldcrg
To begin this critique in true even with the obvious contrast be-
Cretan fashion began the eve the two worlds there was
ning by attending another event feeling of coldness or evil presented
and which also proved to be highly in the mechanical world
unsatisfactory As was running
around campus noticed that an
art exhibit was in progress and
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